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Jetlag is the fourth studio release from Canadian singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and producer Milosh. Milosh first came on the radar via 

his critically acclaimed Plug Research releases, You Make Me Feel (2004) and Meme (2006), and gained further notoriety as the elusive vocalist 

behind the 2013 release of Woman, via side project Rhye.

Jetlag picks up where Milosh last left off, capturing a revelatory life moment, holding tight to inspiration and artistic integrity along the way; the 

ultimate testament to true and absolute love. The album is a collaboration between Milosh and his wife Alexa Nikolas, recording unexpected 

intimate moments of laughter and love together; found sounds of everything from their travels around the world together to the most private spaces 

in their home. Previously living in Berlin and Thailand, Jetlag chronicles the time when the couple came together and eventually settled in Los 

Angeles. The refined sound plays as the ultimate romantic and joyful soundtrack, with equal parts homage to the minimal electronic artists like 

Autechre and Boards of Canada that inspired Milosh and classical and jazz elements from his formal training on cello. Further, all art and video for 

the project were created by and star Milosh and Alexa, adding to the multi-dimensional experience that Jetlag brings.

• Milosh is the voice and singer behind 
the acclaimed group Rhye.
• Rhye has sold over 150,000 units 
worldwide to date on their debut release 
“Woman.”
• Rhye debuted at #54 on the US Sound-
scan Top 200 Current Albums Chart.
• Milosh has previous successful solo 
releases, “Ill”, “You Make Me Feel”, & 
“Meme.”

MILOSH
JETLAG

1. Do You Want What I Need
2. Hear In You

3. Skipping
4. Don’t Call It

5. Jetlag
6. Stakes Ain’t High

7. Hold Me
8. Slow Down

9. Water
10. This Time

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Rhye’s video “Open” has over 2 million 
views on YouTube and their video “The 
Fall” has over 1 million views.
• Milosh has secured major sync place-
ments in outlets such as Sports 
Illustrated, Victoria’s Secret, Suits, The 
Newsroom, Revenge, Awkward, and 
More!
• Biz 3 Publicity will work the album in 

the US, with publicists on board in 
Canada, Japan, and the UK.
• Confirmed videos being shot for “This 
Time”, “Slow Down”, “Do You Want 
What I Need”, and “Jetlag.”
• Online Campaigns are being set up 
with: Facebook, YouTube, Complex 
Network, Vice Network
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Jetlag is the fourth studio release from Canadian singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and producer Milosh. Milosh first came on the radar via 

his critically acclaimed Plug Research releases, You Make Me Feel (2004) and Meme (2006), and gained further notoriety as the elusive vocalist 

behind the 2013 release of Woman, via side project Rhye.

Jetlag picks up where Milosh last left off, capturing a revelatory life moment, holding tight to inspiration and artistic integrity along the way; the 

ultimate testament to true and absolute love. The album is a collaboration between Milosh and his wife Alexa Nikolas, recording unexpected 

intimate moments of laughter and love together; found sounds of everything from their travels around the world together to the most private spaces 

in their home. Previously living in Berlin and Thailand, Jetlag chronicles the time when the couple came together and eventually settled in Los 

Angeles. The refined sound plays as the ultimate romantic and joyful soundtrack, with equal parts homage to the minimal electronic artists like 

Autechre and Boards of Canada that inspired Milosh and classical and jazz elements from his formal training on cello. Further, all art and video for 

the project were created by and star Milosh and Alexa, adding to the multi-dimensional experience that Jetlag brings.

• Milosh is the voice and singer behind 
the acclaimed group Rhye.
• Rhye has sold over 150,000 units 
worldwide to date on their debut release 
“Woman.”
• Rhye debuted at #54 on the US Sound-
scan Top 200 Current Albums Chart.
• Milosh has previous successful solo 
releases, “Ill”, “You Make Me Feel”, & 
“Meme.”

MILOSH
JETLAG
SIDE ONE:

1. Do You Want What I Need
2. Hear In You

3. Skipping
4. Don’t Call It

5. Jetlag

SIDE TWO:
1. Stakes Ain’t High

2. Hold Me
3. Slow Down

4. Water
5. This Time

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Rhye’s video “Open” has over 2 million 
views on YouTube and their video “The 
Fall” has over 1 million views.
• Milosh has secured major sync place-
ments in outlets such as Sports 
Illustrated, Victoria’s Secret, Suits, The 
Newsroom, Revenge, Awkward, and 
More!
• Biz 3 Publicity will work the album in 

the US, with publicists on board in 
Canada, Japan, and the UK.
• Confirmed videos being shot for “This 
Time”, “Slow Down”, “Do You Want 
What I Need”, and “Jetlag.”
• Online Campaigns are being set up 
with: Facebook, YouTube, Complex 
Network, Vice Network


